With the rapid development of mobile data acquisition technology, the volume of available spatial data is growing at an increasingly fast pace. The real-time processing of big spatial data has become a research frontier in the field of Geographic Information Systems (GIS). To cope with these highly dynamic data, we aim to reduce the time complexity of data updating by modifying the traditional spatial index. However, existing algorithms and data structures are based on single work nodes, which are incapable of handling the required high numbers and update rates of moving objects. In this paper, we present a distributed spatial index based on Apache Storm, an open-source distributed real-time computation system. Using this approach, we compare the range and K-nearest neighbor (KNN) query efficiency of four spatial indexes on a single dataset and introduce a method of performing spatial joins between two moving datasets. In particular, we build a secondary distributed index for spatial join queries based on the grid-partition index. Finally, a series of experiments are presented to explore the factors that affect the performance of the distributed index and to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed distributed index based on Storm. As a real-world application, this approach has been integrated into an information system that provides real-time traffic decision support.
Introduction
Advanced technologies for sensing and computing have resulted in the creation of massive datasets consisting of trajectories of people and vehicles. The development of mobile phones and other handheld GPS devices as well as the widespread use of location-based services (LBS) have contributed to the acquisition of spatial information related to moving objects. Understanding and analyzing the large-scale and complex data that reflect moving objects is crucial for enhancing both quality of life and built environments. As a significant branch of the field of Geographic Information Systems (GIS), real-time GIS technology is devoted to the study of the collection, integration, management and analysis of spatial data streams in real-time contexts, such as emergency response and disaster monitoring.
Scientists in this domain need to store, manage, query and visualize large volumes of dynamic flow data to perform exploratory and analytical tasks. However, they are facing enormous challenges because of a lack of sufficient computing power to support big-data-driven studies. A platform is needed that integrates scalable trajectory databases with intuitive and interactive visualization and high-end computing resources [1] . The absence of such tools that explicitly support interactive visual analytics is impeding progress in fully utilizing the trajectory data that are becoming available. To accomplish this goal, a fast and robust spatial query method is needed. An appropriate spatial index for moving objects could be used to reduce the time consumed for spatial queries. However, increasing accuracy requirements and the growing amounts of moving object data are driving a corresponding increase in the frequency of spatial data updates, thereby posing considerable challenges for the building of spatial indexes and the real-time execution of spatial queries.
To address this issue, cloud technologies are emerging as a new solution. For example, Hadoop MapReduce can be used to improve the efficiency of polygon overlay analysis in spatial big data (SBD) applications by building a grid spatial index [2] . S. You et al. proposed an approach using a distributed computing framework based on memory to address the problem of spatial join operations, because the intermediate calculation results of Hadoop must be stored on hard disk, which reduces analytical efficiency because of the excessive disk I/O cost [3] . Although these cloud technologies offer the benefits of high-performance computing for GIS applications based on static SBD, a novel approach to cloud computing is needed to cope with highly dynamic spatial data.
The major difference between static data and dynamic data is that the former are stored in a distributed file system in the form of data blocks, whereas the latter are streamed from an external sensor device with the help of distributed message-oriented middleware (DMOM), tuple by tuple. Compared with static SBD, for which the relevant problems are predominantly focused on the amount of data, the problems that must be solved to handle dynamic data are predominantly related to the rapid update of the data. Rapidly changing data are known as fast data [4] .
To lay the foundations for effective visual analytics of trajectory datasets, this manuscript presents a method of building a distributed spatial index on an open-source cloud computing framework, namely, Apache Storm, which has been playing an important role in traffic statistics [5] and network anomaly detection [6] . Based on this technology, we conduct real-time spatial querying of spatial fast data (SFD), including range querying, KNN querying, and spatial join querying. In particular, we build a secondary index based on the grid-partition index for spatial join queries. According to the experimental results, we find that using a quadtree structure for the secondary index yields the best performance in spatial computing. The proposed approach offers the capability of large-scale data management and support for various types of queries by leveraging Cloud computing platforms. This research will help the research community to conduct mobility-related studies in a more efficient and productive way.
In summary, the main contributions of this paper are as follows:
1.
We propose a distributed index based on a Storm topology for moving objects and then implement range queries and continuous KNN (CKNN) queries using this distributed index. In this way, the pressure of updating data streams in stand-alone nodes can be relieved, and real-time updating for moving objects can be realized.
2.
We design a spatial join algorithm using Storm for moving object streams. Experiments show that a quadtree-based index outperforms other types as the secondary index for distributed querying and updating.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the technological background and related work, including the Storm topology programming paradigm and spatial indexes for moving objects. In Section 3, we describe the problem setting, and the semantics of various types of spatial queries, in accordance with the characteristics of spatial datasets, are formally presented. Section 4 proposes two types of spatial query approaches based on Apache Storm. Section 5 reports several sets of experiment conducted to explore the possible factors that affect the distributed spatial index. Section 6 describes the conclusion of the study and potential applications of this research. 
Related Work and Background

Related Work
Spatial Index for Moving Objects
Many previous studies have suggested that modifications to the traditional spatial index can help to cope with the storage of changing mobile spatial data [7, 8] . According to the research content and spatial data type, the proposed indexes can be categorized into two main types [9] : 1. Spatial indexes for storing trajectories of moving objects. The temporal and spatial information of the objects' motion can be expressed by extending the traditional spatial data structure into the time dimension [10] [11] [12] . These indexes are built on the hypothesis that all data have been stored in advance. As a result, spatial indexes that belong to this category, such as MV3R-tree, STR-Tree, and TB-Tree, are still optimized for spatial queries; 2. Spatial indexes for storing current or near-future positions of moving objects. Some studies have focused on reducing the number of updates by describing the positions of moving objects in terms of linear functions and only updating the processes in the spatio-temporal databases when the actual location of a point diverges from the value indicated by the function by a certain error threshold [13] [14] [15] . Other studies have considered points based on periodic reports of an object's latest position at individual timestamps from peripheral equipment [9, 16, 17] . These studies represent efforts to improve the efficiency of data updating to adapt to the frequent changes in dynamic data.
In addition, multi-core processors, graphics processing units (GPUs) and other parallel technologies have been adopted to improve the spatial index updating and query efficiencies for computations on increasing amounts of data [18] [19] [20] .
U-Grid and P-Grid
U-Grid (Uniform Grid) is one type of update-efficient spatial index that works in a single thread of the main memory, especially for moving objects. As shown in Figure 1 , U-Grid divides the space into uniform grids, and each grid cell within the array stores a pointer to a linked list of buckets that contain the object data [21] . Moreover, it also stores a secondary index, which points directly to entities in the grid, in a table. When the data are updated locally, the index is refreshed in a bottom-up fashion [22] , which improves the update efficiency. P-Grid (Parallel Grid), a method of parallel spatial computing on multiple threads and concurrency control, has also been proposed to improve performance [18, 23] .
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U-Grid and P-Grid
U-Grid (Uniform Grid) is one type of update-efficient spatial index that works in a single thread of the main memory, especially for moving objects. As shown in Figure 1 , U-Grid divides the space into uniform grids, and each grid cell within the array stores a pointer to a linked list of buckets that contain the object data [21] . Moreover, it also stores a secondary index, which points directly to entities in the grid, in a table. When the data are updated locally, the index is refreshed in a bottomup fashion [22] , which improves the update efficiency. P-Grid (Parallel Grid), a method of parallel spatial computing on multiple threads and concurrency control, has also been proposed to improve performance [18, 23] . U-Grid and P-Grid enable the implementation of the data structure and algorithm for the mobile data spatial index in the main memory and the performance of spatial querying and updating by means of multithreading on multi-core processors, respectively. However, a single node is unable to meet the requirements of these approaches when faced with a rising number of spatial data and an increasing update frequency due to higher accuracy requirements.
Spatial Querying on a Distributed Platform
Recently, many distributed platforms have been applied in GIS applications to improve spatial querying on massive spatial data [24] . Hadoop is the most commonly used distributed platform for handling spatial queries. In [25, 26] , the authors implemented spatial join queries and KNN join queries using MapReduce. Afsin Akdogan et al. improved the efficiency of parallel queries by building a distributed Voronoi diagram as a flat spatial index [27] . VegaGiStore implements an "indexing + MapReduce" data processing architecture to provide efficient spatial query processing over SBD and numerous concurrent user queries [28] . In addition, many spatial processing platforms based on Hadoop, such as Hadoop-GIS [29] and SpatialHadoop [30] , have been proposed. Hadoop-GIS is optimized for spatial partitioning, partition-based parallel processing over MapReduce using the Real-time Spatial Query Engine (RESQUE) and multi-level spatial indexing. SpatialHadoop employs a simple high-level spatial language, a two-level spatial index structure, basic spatial components constructed inside the MapReduce layer, and three basic spatial operations: range queries, KNN queries, and spatial joins. These platforms have proven to be powerful GIS tools for spatial querying.
Beyond the above, with the development of efficient distributed memory computing platforms, research has begun to focus on increasing the efficiency of spatial join queries with the help of Apache Spark. SpatialSpark [3] implements partition-based spatial joins using Spark, which is more universal and efficient than the earlier approach. GeoSpark [31] , which consists of three main layers-an Apache Spark Layer, a Spatial RDD Layer and a Spatial Query Processing Layer-extends the regular Apache Spark RDD to support geometrical and spatial objects with data partitioning and indexing. In addition, SparkGIS [32] and Simba [33] also support high-performance spatial querying on SBD with the help of Apache Spark. However, the spatial data that are handled by the current GIS distributed platforms are offline static data stored on hard disk or HDFS. Because of the rapidly changing nature of online mobile data, update messages may be sent from a terminal at any time; consequently, we cannot store these data in such media in advance. Consequently, the traditional distributed batch processing framework is not applicable, and a novel cloud computing approach should be developed.
Technological Background
Distributed Streaming Processing Framework
Since 2010, when the open-source distributed stream processing platform S4 was released by Yahoo!, many platforms that are similar but possess different characteristics have been proposed. Among them, Apache Storm, Yahoo S4, SparkStreaming and Samza are representative examples. They each have their own characteristics, and the main differences between them are summarized in Table 1 .
Apache Storm was chosen over other distributed streaming platforms for use in our work for the following reasons: (1) Spark Streaming addresses stream data in a micro-batch-based manner. It handles real-time streaming data in micro-batches created via time slicing and transforms stream processing into the batch processing of time slices. In contrast, Storm handles streaming data tuple by tuple, which is more suitable for the frequent updating of mobile data; (2) In Samza, each step in a job workflow is an independent entity, and those entities are connected using Kafka. In Storm, all steps are connected by an internal system, resulting in much lower latency and satisfying the requirements of real-time querying for moving objects; (3) Compared with S4, Storm offers higher reliability and a more flexible routing method, which make it easier to implement a distributed spatial index. In summary, real-time spatial querying for moving objects requires a high-speed event processing platform that allows for incremental computations. Consequently, Storm is most suitable for our purposes because of its characteristics of low latency, high reliability and maturity.
Storm Topology Programming Paradigm
A topology is a workflow that describes an entire job in Storm. A Storm topology is a directed topology graph that includes a number of components, including spouts and bolts [34] . A spout is a unit that produces a data stream, and a bolt is a unit for processing a data stream. Each tuple generated by a spout flows to a bolt in a particular way. Each bolt also sends a tuple to the next bolt in a specifically defined grouping until the tuple is stored in the persistent memory.
Apache Storm provides multiple ways to group data streams. Three main types of grouping are considered in our discussion: ShuffleGrouping, FieldsGrouping and AllGrouping. When streams are grouped via ShuffleGrouping, each tuple is randomly emitted to a bolt instance. FieldGrouping is another type of stream grouping in which tuples are emitted to bolt instances based on a specific field. Streams that have the same value in this field are guaranteed to flow to the same bolt instance. The last stream grouping method on which we focus is AllGrouping. In this method, all tuples are copied to each bolt instance and are then processed in parallel.
All processes have independent resources that are distributed to each node in a Storm topology. Each bolt instance processes only one tuple at a time, unless the bolt instance itself creates threads. For this reason, a Storm program is thread-safe under normal circumstances. Notably, a Storm transaction topology can ensure the order of the submitted computations. However, a tuple will be sent again if its processing fails. To simplify the problem, this paper does not consider such scenarios.
Problem Setting and Semantic Information
Problem Setting
Based on the characteristics of the vast majority of application scenarios, we regard moving objects as discrete points in a two-dimensional |X| * |Y| space. |X| (|Y|) represents the number of different positions in the horizontal (vertical) dimension. The spatial index stores points, each of which contains an ID and a quantity P store (X, Y), which represents the spatial position information of the corresponding moving object. When the distance between the stored position and the actual position is greater than ∆Tolerance (Dist (P store (X 1 , Y 1 ), P actual (X 2 , Y 2 )) > ∆Tolerance, where ∆Tolerance is the tolerance distance), the point will send an update message (OID, Xold, Yold, Xnew, Ynew), which represents the movement of the point from location (Xold, Yold) to location (Xnew, Ynew), to the central server [35] . Under this premise, if no new update message has been delivered, we regard the index running in the server as the most recently updated data. All spatial queries we discuss in this article are based on this index. The spatial information of each moving object can be represented by an 8-byte tuple [36] . Therefore, less than 8 GB of storage is required for a spatial index for 100 m moving objects, that is, a normal PC can be used. However, the update speed of these dynamic spatial data may reach 1 m/s or even higher.
Semantic Information
Spatial queries can be classified into two categories. One consists of spatial queries on a single dataset. Range queries and KNN queries, for example, are included in this category. The other category consists of spatial queries between two datasets, which ignore the spatial relationships within either individual dataset, such as spatial joins.
Definition 1. Range Query:
Suppose that there is a given set of moving points represented by O and that F(O) represents the spatial properties of O. The process of obtaining O' as a subset of O in the spatial attribute range (F(O').min>F(Range).min∩F(O').max<F(Range).max) is defined as a range query [19, 37, 38] .
Definition 2. KNN Query:
Suppose that there is a given set of moving points represented by O and that a query point q is specified. A KNN query refers to the process of obtaining a subset of O that satisfies the following conditions: 1. |O'|=K. 2. For any point P out outside of O' and any point P in inside O', the distance between P out and q is larger than the distance between P in and q (∀o
Definition 3. Range Spatial Join Query: Suppose that there are two given sets of moving points, L and R. A spatial join query is a spatial query for a pair of points P L ∈ L and point P R ∈ R that satisfy the inequality F dist (P L ,P R )<d, where F dist (P L ,P R ) refers to the Euclidean distance between P L and P R and d is a constant known as the join distance (JD). If the join query result is also required to satisfy P L , P R ∈ Range, then the query is called a range spatial join query [39] [40] [41] .
Definition 4. Continuous Query:
Unlike static spatial queries, continuous queries [42, 43] can be classified into three types-moving queries on stationary objects, stationary queries on moving objects and moving queries on moving objects [44] . In our research, we regard the result of a continuous query as a continuous series of snapshots of a set of results, which is calculated based on the constantly changing spatial positions of the moving objects of interest. That is, q' = (I t1 (a 1 ), I t2 (a 2 ), . . . , I tn (a n )), where I ti (a i ) represents the snapshot of the result set obtained based on condition a i at time t i .
For range queries and range spatial join queries as defined above, a rectangular range is the most commonly used type of query condition. The corresponding update message is thus a tuple in the form (X min , Y min , X max , Y max ).
Structure and Algorithms for Spatial Data in a Storm Topology
Storm Topology Algorithm for a Single Dataset
The general concept of the establishment of a Storm topology for a single dataset has three steps: 1. The spatial data are grouped according to the ID field via FieldsGrouping; 2. Distributed indexes are established in each bolt instance, and local results are obtained by means of the main memory spatial query algorithm; 3. After the local results are summarized, the global outcome for the dataset is integrated.
As shown in Figure 2 , there are two spout components, the query spout and the update spout, where data streams are generated in the topology. The Update Spout connects to the external MOM and receives real-time transmissions of update message from external mobile devices. In this way, spatial information is sent to the Storm topology in the form of a tuple stream for data operations. The Query Spout converts continuous queries into tuples entering the topology in the form of a stream and performs a distributed spatial query. In Figure 2 , the transmission of data from the Update Spout is represented by dashed lines because the update messages are grouped into clusters via FieldsGrouping.
For all update messages corresponding to spatial points for a specific ID, there exists a unique bolt instance to accept them. In contrast, the transmission of data from the Query Spout is represented by solid lines because the query messages are copied to every Moving Objects Algorithm Bolt (MOAB) instance via AllGrouping. Initially, the MOABs are a batch of executors with the same data structure that are randomly assigned to each work node. The data structure in each bolt represents a partition of the spatial index separated by point ID and stores the corresponding local point values. These bolts are the core of the entire topology because all updating and querying operations are executed in these bolts in parallel. When it enters the topology, a tuple message is assessed to determine whether it is an update message or a query message. Then, depending on the type of message, a query or update operation is performed. A MOAB instance is an implementation of the algorithm for moving objects in the main memory and requires considerable resources for its intensive calculations. A Result Aggregation Bolt then obtains the global solution through aggregation and calculation of the result set from each partition. It obtains the tuples from the MOABs via FieldsGrouping based on the QueryID field. A range query then requires only adding the results from each relevant partition. The iSEE algorithm is implemented for continuous KNN (CKNN) queries [17] . Initially, TopK is calculated for each partition. When a MOAB receives an update message, according to the obtained tuple and the local critical distance, it is determined whether expansion or contraction operations are needed. If a new local critical distance is generated, further comparisons with the global critical distance are performed at the Result Aggregation Bolt. As shown in Figure 2 , there are two spout components, the query spout and the update spout, where data streams are generated in the topology. The Update Spout connects to the external MOM and receives real-time transmissions of update message from external mobile devices. In this way, spatial information is sent to the Storm topology in the form of a tuple stream for data operations. The Query Spout converts continuous queries into tuples entering the topology in the form of a stream and performs a distributed spatial query. In Figure 2 , the transmission of data from the Update Spout is represented by dashed lines because the update messages are grouped into clusters via FieldsGrouping. For all update messages corresponding to spatial points for a specific ID, there exists a unique bolt instance to accept them. In contrast, the transmission of data from the Query Spout is represented by solid lines because the query messages are copied to every Moving Objects Algorithm Bolt (MOAB) instance via AllGrouping. Initially, the MOABs are a batch of executors with the same data structure that are randomly assigned to each work node. The data structure in each bolt represents a partition of the spatial index separated by point ID and stores the corresponding local point values. These bolts are the core of the entire topology because all updating and querying operations are executed in these bolts in parallel. When it enters the topology, a tuple message is assessed to determine whether it is an update message or a query message. Then, depending on the type of message, a query or update operation is performed. A MOAB instance is an implementation of the algorithm for moving objects in the main memory and requires considerable resources for its intensive calculations. A Result Aggregation Bolt then obtains the global solution through aggregation and calculation of the result set from each partition. It obtains the tuples from the MOABs From the above topology, we can see that for spatial queries within a single dataset, the data structure is distributed from a single executor to multiple executors on one or more work nodes. Update messages for spatial information are allocated to these executors based on point IDs, thereby alleviating the pressure of frequent updates and real-time computations and analyses of a large number of moving objects. For spatial analyses of two or more datasets, however, stream groups based on point ID cannot guarantee that spatially correlated points will flow into the same MOAB. Therefore, we usually establish spatial index partitions as the basis of stream grouping.
Spatial Joins for Moving Objects in a Storm Topology
In this section, we describe how to build a distributed index in a Storm topology for range spatial join queries on moving objects. As mentioned above, the data cannot be grouped by point ID in this case. If no index is available, pairwise computations should be performed for points from the two datasets. For improved computational efficiency, a grid index is built for data partitioning. The Storm topology for spatial joins is depicted in Figure 3. 
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Data Structure
For moving objects, the frequency of data updates is usually much greater than the query frequency. Using a tree structure to organize the data will increase the time complexity of the updating process. In some special cases, the entire tree structure will change, from bottom to top. Consequently, a uniform grid index or hierarchical grid index is designed for spatial partitioning [21] .
Similar to U-Grid, the proposed distributed grid spatial index consists of two parts. The gridpartition index is used as the primary index, and all points in each cell are further stored in different bolt instances, as indicated by a secondary index. Because different instances of the same bolt cannot communicate with each other, each cell stores not only all of the points within that cell but also the points that are related to that cell. As shown in Figure 4 , the shortest distance between a point P and a cell C is denoted by DistMin (P, C). When the 
Similar to U-Grid, the proposed distributed grid spatial index consists of two parts. The grid-partition index is used as the primary index, and all points in each cell are further stored in different bolt instances, as indicated by a secondary index.
Because different instances of the same bolt cannot communicate with each other, each cell stores not only all of the points within that cell but also the points that are related to that cell. As shown in Figure 4 , the shortest distance between a point P and a cell C is denoted by DistMin (P, C). When the point is contained in the grid cell, DistMin (P, C) = 0. It is tempting to conclude that DistMin (P, C) is the vertical distance from the cell edge or the linear distance from one of the cell's vertexes. When DistMin (P, C) < JD, the cell and the point are deemed to be spatially correlated. All cells that are spatially correlated with a given point are defined as the affected cells (ACs) of that point. The circle with a radius of JD and point P as its center is defined as the critical circle (CC) of P. Because a point located near a cell vertex may have multiple ACs, replicas of these points are stored in multiple different cells. 
Spatial Joins for Moving Objects in a Storm Topology
In this section, we describe how to build a distributed index in a Storm topology for range spatial join queries on moving objects. As mentioned above, the data cannot be grouped by point ID in this case. If no index is available, pairwise computations should be performed for points from the two datasets. For improved computational efficiency, a grid index is built for data partitioning. The Storm topology for spatial joins is depicted in Figure 3 . 
Query Spout
Data Structure
Similar to U-Grid, the proposed distributed grid spatial index consists of two parts. The gridpartition index is used as the primary index, and all points in each cell are further stored in different bolt instances, as indicated by a secondary index. Because different instances of the same bolt cannot communicate with each other, each cell stores not only all of the points within that cell but also the points that are related to that cell. As shown in Figure 4 , the shortest distance between a point P and a cell C is denoted by DistMin (P, C) . When the As shown in Figure 5 , the data structure in each grid cell consists of two sets of secondary indexes and a result table. The secondary indexes are used to individually organize the spatial data from the two datasets. The result set (RS) is used to store the spatial join results. If the secondary index is an R-tree, then the entire data structure is referred to as D-Rtree (Distributed R-Tree); similarly, secondary indexes based on hash table and quadtree structures correspond to D-HashTable and D-QuadTree. If RS is a two-dimensional array, A [Lm] [Rn] represents two pointers to two entities, one from each of the two secondary indexes. A null value in this two-dimensional array indicates that the two points corresponding to the indexes do not conform to a spatial join relationship. By taking advantage of the two-dimensional array, we can navigate the point entities with a time complexity of O(1). However, in practice, considering that only a small portion of all pairs of points from the two datasets in the same cell will satisfy a spatial join relationship, the high incidence of null values in the two-dimensional array is expected to result in storage waste. Therefore, an element table is proposed to replace the two-dimensional array when there are few spatial join tuple pairs. For a given pair, both their OIDs and the pointers to them are stored in a row of the element table. The time complexity of querying a specific pair by their OIDs is O(M*N), where M and N are the numbers of spatially joined points from each of the two layers. When M and N are not excessively large, this data structure can effectively decrease the required storage space while maintaining an acceptable query efficiency. As shown in Figure 5 , the data structure in each grid cell consists of two sets of secondary indexes and a result table. The secondary indexes are used to individually organize the spatial data from the two datasets. The result set (RS) is used to store the spatial join results. If the secondary index is an R-tree, then the entire data structure is referred to as D-Rtree (Distributed R-Tree); similarly, secondary indexes based on hash table and quadtree structures correspond to D-HashTable and D-QuadTree. If RS is a two-dimensional array, A[Lm][Rn] represents two pointers to two entities, one from each of the two secondary indexes. A null value in this two-dimensional array indicates that the two points corresponding to the indexes do not conform to a spatial join relationship. By taking advantage of the two-dimensional array, we can navigate the point entities with a time complexity of O(1). However, in practice, considering that only a small portion of all pairs of points from the two datasets in the same cell will satisfy a spatial join relationship, the high incidence of null values in the two-dimensional array is expected to result in storage waste. Therefore, an element table is proposed to replace the two-dimensional array when there are few spatial join tuple pairs. For a given pair, both their OIDs and the pointers to them are stored in a row of the element table. The time complexity of querying a specific pair by their OIDs is O(M*N), where M and N are the numbers of spatially joined points from each of the two layers. When M and N are not excessively large, this data structure can effectively decrease the required storage space while maintaining an acceptable query efficiency. 
Update Partition Bolt
The process of data updating using the proposed distributed index is performed by two bolts-the Update Partition Bolt and the Distributed Spatial Index Bolt. The Update Spout sends data update messages to the Update Partition Bolt as tuples of the form (Id, oldX, oldY, newX, newY), which contain the information on the coordinates before and after the update. Similar to the local and non-local update operations in U-Grid, the proposed distributed spatial index has the equivalent operations of equivalent and discrepant AC updates. When the affected cells of a point are exactly equal before and after the point update, the update is an equivalent AC update; otherwise, the update is a discrepant AC update. The Update Partition Bolt judges the update type based on the incoming tuple. If it is an equivalent AC update, the Update Partition Bolt needs only to emit tuples contain the calculated cell ID, Update Operation and point entity to the Spatial Index Bolt via FieldsGrouping based on the CellId field. If it is a discrepant AC update, then the Spatial Index Bolt must compare the different ACs before and after the update. end-foreach
Distributed Spatial Index Bolt
The Distributed Spatial Index Bolt is the core of this topology for spatial join queries. It operates based on the concept of global shared execution [45, 46] , and the streams generated by the Query Partition Bolt and the Update Partition Bolt are aggregated in this bolt. The data structures, including the various cells with their corresponding secondary indexes and spatial join result tables, are stored in an element table with a hash index in the bolt instances. All of the above data structures run in memory; consequently, the data query and update efficiencies are relatively high because no I/O operations are involved.
A distributed index data update actually consists of three processes [44] : 1. Perform add, update or delete operations on the secondary indexes where the point to be updated is stored; 2. Perform query operations on the other secondary indexes; 3. Update the spatial join results. From the above description, we can see that both the update efficiency and the query efficiency should be considered with regard to the secondary indexes. As demonstrated by the experimental comparison presented in Section 5, when a quadtree is used as the secondary index, it outperforms secondary indexes based on the hash table and R-tree structures. For a given query tuple, we must determine the relevant cells according to the tuple identifier. If a cell is contained by the query rectangle, then all pairs in RS are emitted as tuples to the next bolt. If a cell intersects with the query rectangle, then further judgment is needed to determine whether a pair is emitted. 
Results Aggregation Bolt
In the Results Aggregation Bolt, the final global results are aggregated from the results of each distributed index query. Because multiple copies are stored of point entities located near grid vertexes, duplicate tuple pairs must be removed in this bolt.
Experimental Study
In this section, we present experiments using the topology described above and analyze its performance results in terms of data updating and querying. In Section 5.1, we describe the software and hardware environment, the workload and other preparations involved in the experiments. Of the experiments presented Section 5.2, Study 1 is an experiment conducted to investigate the design of the distributed index for a single dataset. U-Grid, U-R-tree, R-tree and Grid were chosen, and this experiment was performed to compare their efficiency in spatial querying and updating with different numbers of Storm worker processes. Studies 2-4 are range spatial join query experiments in which D-Rtree, D-HashTable and D-QuadTree were chosen as the distributed index.
Experimental Setting and Workloads
All experiments were performed using seven servers as work nodes, each of which had a 6-Core Intel Xeon(R) 2.6 GHz CPU with 24 hardware threads and 8 GB of RAM. All seven nodes used a 64-bit Linux operating system (Suse Enterprise Server SP2), with Apache Kafka, an open-source distributed publish/subscribe messaging system, serving as the DMOM. Three of the nodes also had Apache ZooKeeper installed to coordinate the distributed systems.
The workloads were produced by a modified version of an open-source network-based moving object trace generator based on Brinkhoff's algorithm [47] . The network data were obtained from Jiangsu Province, China (see Figures 6 and 7) . In the single-dataset experiment, 1 million dynamic points were sent to Kafka at an update rate of 0.7 m/s, and the Storm spout pulled tuples from Kafka into the Storm topology. The four indexes mentioned above were compared with regard to their performance for continuous range queries, CKNN queries and update rates. In the spatial join experiments, we compared the spatial update ratios for different numbers of grid cells and different numbers of moving objects. For the range spatial join queries, instead of using pure query tuples, we mixed update tuples and query tuples in different proportions as inputs to the Storm topology. For these workloads, searches with various scopes were performed. Table 2 shows the parameters of the workloads for the single-dataset spatial queries. The workloads for the range spatial join queries included two sets of moving objects produced using the same parameters presented in Table 3 . The preparation time is not included in the results for any experiment. Table 3 . Workload configuration for range spatial join queries.
Parameter Value
Number of objects, 10 6 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1 Query/update ratio 5%, 10%, 15%, 20% Query selectivity 0.01%, 0.04%, 0.16%, 0.64% Monitored region (km 2 ) Jiangsu Province, 511 × 494 Nodes 232237895 Update ratio, M/S 0.7
Experimental Results
• Study 1: Influence of the Storm bolt parallelism on spatial queries for a single dataset
In Figure 8a , the update efficiencies of the indexes are plotted versus the number of parallel bolts. Figure 8b ,c depict the efficiencies of range queries and CKNN queries, respectively. From Figure 8a , we can conclude that all four indexes exhibit a trend of an increasing update rate with an increasing degree of parallelism. Once the index has saturated, however, the update efficiency no longer increases and even starts to decrease. This is because the number of different update processes entering different work nodes will increase as the parallelism increases and the transmission of information between work nodes requires considerable time. Figure 8b ,c suggest that increasing the parallelism has a relatively small effect on spatial query performance. Increasing the parallelism will reduce the number of moving objects in each Distributed Spatial Index Bolt executor while giving rise to more inter-node communications. Consequently, whether increasing the degree of parallelism has a positive or negative impact depends on which factor dominates. Figure 8a , the update efficiencies of the indexes are plotted versus the number of parallel bolts. Figure 8b ,c depict the efficiencies of range queries and CKNN queries, respectively. From Figure 8a , we can conclude that all four indexes exhibit a trend of an increasing update rate with an increasing degree of parallelism. Once the index has saturated, however, the update efficiency no longer increases and even starts to decrease. This is because the number of different update processes entering different work nodes will increase as the parallelism increases and the transmission of information between work nodes requires considerable time. Figure 8b ,c suggest that increasing the parallelism has a relatively small effect on spatial query performance. Increasing the parallelism will reduce the number of moving objects in each Distributed Spatial Index Bolt executor while giving rise to more inter-node communications. Consequently, whether increasing the degree of parallelism has a positive or negative impact depends on which factor dominates.
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(a) (b) (c) The following three experiments demonstrate the potential factors affecting the spatial join performance. Studies 2 and 3 investigate the update performance of the proposed distributed spatial index for different numbers of grid cells over different periods of time. Study 4 addresses how the percentage of query tuples in the workload influences the total throughput of spatial join queries. To ensure reliability, the workloads imported into Kafka for the different experiments were exactly the same. The rate of workload input was 0.7 m/s, which was sufficiently fast to ensure that the data read rate would not become a bottleneck.

Study 2：Influence of the number of moving objects on the spatial join performance
From Figure 9a -c, we can conclude that the update efficiency of D-Quadtree is significantly higher than those of the other indexes. In general, the update rates of the three indexes increase over time, initially rapidly and then more gradually. Because the secondary index does not initially store any data, the query step of the spatial join updating process described in Section 4.2 initially consumes less time. However, as an increasing amount of data becomes stored in the secondary index, the update efficiency decreases. The number of moving objects has a small effect on DQuadtree index and a greater effect on D-Hashtable. When the number of objects is 1m, the update efficiency is quite slow. For D-Rtree, the update efficiency is initially rapid and then slows with an increasing number of objects. The update speed is the fastest when the number of objects is 50 m-75 m.
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Grid U−R−tree U−Grid The following three experiments demonstrate the potential factors affecting the spatial join performance. Studies 2 and 3 investigate the update performance of the proposed distributed spatial index for different numbers of grid cells over different periods of time. Study 4 addresses how the percentage of query tuples in the workload influences the total throughput of spatial join queries. To ensure reliability, the workloads imported into Kafka for the different experiments were exactly the same. The rate of workload input was 0.7 m/s, which was sufficiently fast to ensure that the data read rate would not become a bottleneck.
• Study 2: Influence of the number of moving objects on the spatial join performance
From Figure 9a -c, we can conclude that the update efficiency of D-Quadtree is significantly higher than those of the other indexes. In general, the update rates of the three indexes increase over time, initially rapidly and then more gradually. Because the secondary index does not initially store any data, the query step of the spatial join updating process described in Section 4.2 initially consumes less time. However, as an increasing amount of data becomes stored in the secondary index, the update efficiency decreases. The number of moving objects has a small effect on D-Quadtree index and a greater effect on D-Hashtable. When the number of objects is 1m, the update efficiency is quite slow. For D-Rtree, the update efficiency is initially rapid and then slows with an increasing number of objects. The update speed is the fastest when the number of objects is 50 m-75 m. The effect of the number of grid cells on the spatial join performance has two main characteristics: (a) For a specific point, the number of cells into which the grid is partitioned and the number of ACs are directly related, that is, a more finely partitioned grid leads to more ACs, which increases the replication of points and reduces the update efficiency. (b) A grid with larger partitions will lead to an imbalance in the numbers of moving objects in different grid cells. Cells in denser regions of the road network will store more points. As Figure 10a -c show, for D-Rtree, the first factor dominates, whereas for D-HashTable, the second dominates. Both factors have some impact on D-Quadtree. • Study 3: Influence of the number of grid cells on the spatial join performance
The effect of the number of grid cells on the spatial join performance has two main characteristics: (a) For a specific point, the number of cells into which the grid is partitioned and the number of ACs are directly related, that is, a more finely partitioned grid leads to more ACs, which increases the replication of points and reduces the update efficiency; (b) A grid with larger partitions will lead to an imbalance in the numbers of moving objects in different grid cells. Cells in denser regions of the road network will store more points. As Figure 10a -c show, for D-Rtree, the first factor dominates, whereas for D-HashTable, the second dominates. Both factors have some impact on D-Quadtree. The effect of the number of grid cells on the spatial join performance has two main characteristics: (a) For a specific point, the number of cells into which the grid is partitioned and the number of ACs are directly related, that is, a more finely partitioned grid leads to more ACs, which increases the replication of points and reduces the update efficiency. (b) A grid with larger partitions will lead to an imbalance in the numbers of moving objects in different grid cells. Cells in denser regions of the road network will store more points. As Figure 10a -c show, for D-Rtree, the first factor dominates, whereas for D-HashTable, the second dominates. Both factors have some impact on D-Quadtree. • Study 4: Influence of the query range size on the spatial join performance Figure 11a -c show that an increase in the update/query message ratio will cause an increase in the total spatial join throughput, especially for D-Quadtree and D-HashTable. This suggests that the query process has a lower latency than the update process. In addition, a larger query range size has a smaller but also positive influence on throughput. This is because Storm sends a query message to each bolt instance for execution. When the query scope is large, the number of working executors is greater. smaller but also positive influence on throughput. This is because Storm sends a query message to each bolt instance for execution. When the query scope is large, the number of working executors is greater.
(a) (b) (c) 
Conclusion and Applications
The mobility of people and vehicles in motion is a basic element of human society. Exploring the patterns and trends of human and vehicle mobility can advance the understanding of regional and urban dynamics and reveal the underlying socioeconomic driving forces at work [1] . In this paper, we develop distributed spatial indexes for storing rapidly changing SFD for moving objects based on Apache Storm. In particular, two different solutions are proposed, one for spatial queries on a single dataset and one for range spatial join queries between two datasets. Several factors that may affect the efficiency of the distributed index were explored through experiments. The experiments show that a quadtree index offers better computational efficiency regardless of the number of moving objects, the number of grid partitions or the query range size. For such an evaluation, we should consider not only the query efficiency but also the update efficiency of the secondary index. A quadtree index shows the best performance for the following reasons: 1. The add and delete operations in an R-tree may lead to the merging or splitting of leaf nodes. In some special cases, the height of the tree will increase or decrease, which will lead to low efficiency in the updating of an Rtree. 2. A spatial query must iterate through the all elements in a hash table. Consequently, the spatial query efficiency of a hash table index is relatively low. Compared with these two index structures, the quadtree structure offers better computational efficiency in both query operations and update operations and thus exhibits better performance.
Theoretically, for more rapidly changing spatial data, we can increase the number of work nodes to provide more computing resources. However, each tuple message will stream to a single executor when all kinematic points are assigned to the same grid partition. Therefore, in the future, we will investigate how to address hyper-skewed workloads in the proposed Storm-based method. In addition, emerging distributed streaming frameworks, such as Apache Flink, are showing strong vitality and excellent development prospects (in particular, Apache Flink offers much better throughput than Apache Storm with relatively low latency). Our future research work will focus on comparing these frameworks with Storm and selecting the best distributed platforms for GIS applications.
This spatial query approach is an important server-side component in our web information system for real-time traffic monitoring. This system has been successfully applied for traffic monitoring and vehicle scheduling and provides traffic decision support for the government (see 
Conclusions and Applications
The mobility of people and vehicles in motion is a basic element of human society. Exploring the patterns and trends of human and vehicle mobility can advance the understanding of regional and urban dynamics and reveal the underlying socioeconomic driving forces at work [1] . In this paper, we develop distributed spatial indexes for storing rapidly changing SFD for moving objects based on Apache Storm. In particular, two different solutions are proposed, one for spatial queries on a single dataset and one for range spatial join queries between two datasets. Several factors that may affect the efficiency of the distributed index were explored through experiments. The experiments show that a quadtree index offers better computational efficiency regardless of the number of moving objects, the number of grid partitions or the query range size. For such an evaluation, we should consider not only the query efficiency but also the update efficiency of the secondary index. A quadtree index shows the best performance for the following reasons: 1. The add and delete operations in an R-tree may lead to the merging or splitting of leaf nodes. In some special cases, the height of the tree will increase or decrease, which will lead to low efficiency in the updating of an R-tree; 2. A spatial query must iterate through the all elements in a hash table. Consequently, the spatial query efficiency of a hash table index is relatively low. Compared with these two index structures, the quadtree structure offers better computational efficiency in both query operations and update operations and thus exhibits better performance.
This spatial query approach is an important server-side component in our web information system for real-time traffic monitoring. This system has been successfully applied for traffic monitoring and vehicle scheduling and provides traffic decision support for the government (see Figure 12) . Our tool has facilitated the easy exploration of big trajectory data. The developed method will enable advancements in a broad spectrum of applications by assisting researchers in tackling the challenges posed by big data. 
